
Its OH So Fresh , its OH so Funky..!  It is Fresh Funky Samples presenting "Funk 
Bots & The Kinky Crew" , another super deluxe sample pack with over 700 
dripping wet samples , loops and midi files - a Ghetto Funk, Breaks, Soul, Funk 
& Disco extravaganza that will have you surfing through some of the juiciest 
and funkiest samples you will ever mix!
 
This collection with almost 2GB of robotic funk and space disco is perfect for 
the ghetto sound intrepid astronauts and first takes you back to the 70's and 
the days where Groove was King and melody was Queen with its soulful guitar 
licks , smooth delicious keys and live studio recordings ; then skips forward to 
current days with it's phatty drums and futuristic synths and leads and wraps it 
up with a retro fresh swing that comes from the many analog synths and 
processed vintage sounds!

FUNK BOTS & THE KINKY CREW



 
FORMATS - WAV & REX & MIDI
All samples have Key and Tempo labeling for easy reference (tempos range from 94BPM to 114BPM)
 
DRUM LOOPS
Super Phat Grooves and Top Loops
 
LIVE BASS
Tightly Screwed Live Bass performances
 
SYNTH BASS
Super Funky & Disco Bass loops
 
SYNTH LEADS
Juicy, catchy synth lines that will get you addicted to kaleidoscopes and bell-bottoms!
 
KEYS
Rhodes - Oh yeah!
Wurlitzer - Sweet and dirty!
Clavinet - Locked and loaded!
Hammond Licks - Did someone ordered a slice of awesomeness ?
CP70 Electric Grand Piano - You know you love it!

 
GUITAR
A massive assortment of super funky and fresh guitars: wah wah sweeps, great riffs, skanky chords , picking & 
more! Both Amp and DI versions are provided including Guitar Leads and Guitar Rhythm - whether you want ready 
to mix guitar loops or process them for full control!
 
SOUND FX
The funk daddy is always craving for Analog FX , White Noise, Rises, Falls and Crash & Reverse FX !
 
 
ONE-SHOTS
215 funky drum one-shots including Kick , Snares , Claps , Hats , Percussion!
 
-----
 
Here is the full breakdown of contents :

    691 WAV Samples ( 476 Loops , 215 One-shots )
    425 REX Loops
    106 Funky Drums ( Full Beats , Top Loops )
    215 Drum Hits
    39 Live Bass
    39 Synth Bass
    134 Guitars (AMP & DI versions)
    78 Live Keys ( Rhodes, Hammond, Electric Piano, Wurlitzer and Clavinet)
    55 Synth Leads & Talking Box
    25 FX ( Analog , White Noise , Risers , Falls and CrashFX )
    71 MIDI Files
    1.74 GB
    100% Royalty-Free
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